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JCIAD News Editors’ Welcome Greetings 

     We are excited to share the second issue of JCIAD News, a biannual supplement to the 
Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue (JCIAD).  While this issue has been long 
awaited, and our goal of publishing the newsletter biannually has not yet been realized, we
feel strongly that this issue serves as a testimony to JCIAD and its newsletter’s commitment 
to provide the highest degree of scholarship using a comparative approach.

     By adhering to a strict quality of scholarship, JCIAD News is able to create a standard in 
which a truly mutual dialogue can take place.  Indeed, the changes made in this issue re-
flect this sentiment.  Titles of section headers, for example, have been renamed in order to aid 
in clarity and inclusiveness for our readers and contributors.  Additionally, JCIAD News has 
expanded on a number of sections such as “Central and Inner Asia Abroad,” and “Recent Pub-
lications,” so as to ensure as much representation from the various republics as possible.  The 
modified section, “Central and Inner Asian Studies at the University of Washington,” and the 
newly added “Academic News from Central and Inner Asia,” furthermore, allow the newslet-
ter to remain rooted in its core mission of stimulating dialogue at an academic level.  The re-
sulting transformation has been lauded and warmly received by community members, col-
leagues and students alike. 

     As demonstrated in this issue, the Journal and its newsletter, JCIAD News, rely on active
participation from you, the reader.  Your contribution of news pieces, perspectives, and book 
summaries not only keep this dialogue both meaningful and invigorating, but also ensures a 
balanced representation of the various peoples and republics of Central and Inner Asia.  If 
you have something you would like to contribute either for the upcoming Journal or the next 
newsletter, please see p. 24 or email info@jciadinfo.org.

The Editors
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*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com
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Central and Inner Asian Studies at the University of Washington

                                                 

     

     
     The Central - Inner Asian Studies Seminar (CIASS) celebrated “25 Years of Continuous 
Weekly Seminars on Central/Inner Asian Studies”  during the Spring 2012 quarter.  The 
founding of the Central - Inner Asian Studies Seminar, first called the “Central Asian Studies 
Group,” was inspired by the “Inner Asia Colloquium” which Professor Nicholas Poppe had 
established soon after he had joined the faculty of the University of Washington’s Far Eastern 
and Russian Institute (now: The Jackson School of International Studies) in 1949.

     Established in 1987, the twice-weekly CIASS has focused on giving scholars and students 
the opportunity to share information and ideas, research projects, and experiences of recent 
travellers to Central and Inner Asia with the academic community of the University of 
Washington and with the City of Seattle‘s public at large.  Additionally, timely round-table 
discussions (e.g. “Unrest and Interim Government in Kyrgyzstan”;  “Representatives of 
Kazakh, Kyrgyz and Uzbek Youth Reflect on their Countries’  20 Years of  Independence”) 
hosted by the CIASS have also allowed members of the community to engage visitors from 
the region, thereby creating a unique dialogue based on first-hand experiences.

     One of the key features, setting the seminar series apart from others, is the attention it 
gives to recent publications from the region.  The CIASS is the only program of its kind in the 
United States (and possibly in the world) providing regular book reviews on items published 
in the republics of the area.  The effect is two-fold.  First, by discussing comparatively works 
from the region, published in the local languages, seminar participants are able to gain valu-
able insights into the private and public worlds of Central and Inner Asians (e.g. “Recent 
Publications in/on Kazakhstan: Roza Spanova. Biz Biletin Jeltoqsan. Estelik Esse (The De-
monstrations in December 1986 (Jeltoqsan) We Know. Notes of Remembrance). Jalïn Baspasï: 
Alma Ata, 2000.”).  Second, through these reviews, authors and publishers relatively un-
known in the West are brought to the forefront for interested readers to appreciate (e.g.  
Altïnsarïn, Jusupov, and Qodirov among others). 

     Among one of the many other accomplishments of the CIASS is the creation of the Kazakh 
& Kyrgyz Studies Bulletin in 1993 and the Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue 
(JCIAD) and its supplementary newsletter, JCIAD News. The former, though short-lived for 
lack of funding, nevertheless caught the attention of the presidents of Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan, who both wrote letters of appreciation to the editor.  The latter, the  JCIAD, has 
been inspired by and modeled on the efforts of its predecessor, the Kazakh and Kyrgyz Studies 
Bulletin. 

     The CIASS is jointly sponsored by the University of Washington’s Department of Near 
Eastern Languages and Civilization (NELC) and the Russian, East European and Central 
Asian Studies Program (REECAS), Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies (JSIS).  
It is organized by Dr. Ilse Cirtautas.  All CIASS meetings are free to students, faculty and the 
public.  For more information on the Central - Inner Asian Studies Seminar, please contact 
Dr. Ilse Cirtautas by email at icirt@u.washington.edu.

(AR)
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The Central - Inner Asian Studies Seminar:
“25 Years of Continuous Weekly Seminars

On Central/Inner Asian Studies”

*

 

Dr. Cirtautas, above, began 
teaching Central Asian 
Studies, with emphasis on 
Comparative Turkic Studies 
(Turkology), introducing 
the field as a new subject at 
Indiana University in 1965 
and  at the UW in 1968.  In 
1987, she founded the 
Central Asian Studies 
Group, now called the 
Central - Inner Asian 
Studies Seminar (CIASS).  

Among the CIASS’ accom-
plishments is the creation of 
the Kazakh & Kyrgyz Studies 
Bulletin in 1993 (below).

Programs and Events
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Central and Inner Asian Studies at the University of Washington

                                                 

     The 24th Annual Nicholas Poppe Symposium was held on Saturday, May 19th, 2012  from 
8:30 am to 5:30 pm in Denny Hall, University of Washington (UW), Seattle.  Papers and a 
round table discussion centered on “Spiritual Ecology in Central/Inner Asia and Other Parts 
of the World.” The emphasis was on literary expressions of spiritual relationships to nature 
and the environment. Among the presentations were "Nomadic Spiritual Ecology in Contem-
porary Mongol Literature” by  Simon Wickham-Smith, Ph. D. Candidate, Independent Ph. D. 
Program, UW,  and “Chingiz Aitmatov’s  “The White Ship (1970): A Plea to the Kyrgyz to 
Revive their Spiritual Connection with Nature” by  Ilse Cirtautas, Professor, Department of 
Near Eastern Languages & Civilization, UW.  Round table discussions were also set up focus-
ing on “Spiritual Ecology in the Education of Children” and “Spiritual Ecology and the Quest 
for a Sustainable World.”

     The Symposium was organized by Professor Ilse Cirtautas and supported by the Associa-
tion of Central Asian Students, UW.  The event was sponsored by the Department of Near 
Eastern Languages & Civilization and the Herbert Ellison Center for Russian, East European 
and Central Asian Studies, Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies, UW.

(IC)

     

     The 18th Annual REECAS-NW Conference was held on Saturday, April 21st , 2012 at
Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington. The conference was organized by the 
Ellison Center for Russian, East European and Central Asian Studies in the Jackson School of
International Studies at the University of Washington and Evergreen State College.

     The conference welcomed students, faculty and staff from institutions of higher learning 
from throughout the Pacific Northwest, as well as K-12 educators and the general public. 
Admission to the conference was free and there was no registration required. Coffee, tea and 
pastries were provided between 9:30 am - 10:00 am. All conference participants were invited 
to attend a reception following the conference.

(AR)

Note: 

1. Jeffrey Ostler, “ ‘They Regard Their Passing As Wakan’: Interpreting Western Sioux Ex-
planations for the Bison's Decline,” The Western Historical Quarterly 30.4 (1999), 480. 
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24th Annual Nicholas Poppe Symposium
on Central/Inner Asian Studies 

The 18th Annual 
Russian, East European and Central Asian Studies 

Northwest (REECAS-NW) Conference 

 

At the heart of spiritual 
ecology is the idea, shared 
among the Turkic and 
Mongolian peoples of Cen- 
tral/Inner Asia, of a deep 
spiritual connection be- 
tween man and the natural 
world.  Native Americans, 
likewise, regard fauna [e.g. 
buffalo, horses, etc.), flora 
and other forms of nature  
as “spiritual beings and. . . 
human relatives. . . capable 
of appearing and speaking 
to people in visions or 
dreams.”  �  (AR)    

This sentiment serves as the 
basis of  Turkic and Mongo-
lian oral  literary traditions.  
Traces of this can still be 
found among some of to- 
day’s  Central/Inner Asian  
written literature as in The 
White Ship by Chingiz 
Aitmatov (1928-2008). (AR)

Programs and Events
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Central and Inner Asian Studies at the University of Washington

                                                 

     The Foundation for International Understanding Through Students (FIUTS) was incorpo-
rated as a non-profit organization on August 28, 1948, and is one of the oldest organizations 
of its kind in the USA. The goal of FIUTS is to promote global peace and understanding by 
extending hospitality and community connections to visiting international students.

     Since its foundation in 1948, FIUTS has become a well-established and respected member 
of the University of Washington (UW) and the Seattle community working with thousands of 
students and scholars from around the world. The Annual FIUTS Cultural Festival, held Feb-
ruary 10th, 2012 in Meany Hall, University of Washington, is an event that has become a 
widely anticipated festival bringing together students, faculty and friends of the Seattle global 
community with their display and celebration of cultural diversity. A proud participant in these 
annual events is the UW’s Association of Central Asian Students (ACAS) who this year pre-
sented and shared with audience members of all ages the music, literature and clothing of 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. FIUTS itself arranged 
fieldtrips for local schools to come by and participate in these cultural exhibits through edu-
cational games and other activities creating a “world tour” experience. The exhibition of the 
Central Asian countries was well received and proved to be a popular destination for the 
young world travellers and other members of the Seattle global community.

(Reshad Amini for the Association of Central Asian Students, UW)

     Eric Owen‘s "Sister City" Art Exhibit was displayed on the northern wall of the first floor 
in Odegaard Library (UW) through the help of the Association of Central Asian Students 
(ACAS) in November 2011.  

     "Sister City" explores 15 years of an American’s life between two sister cities: Tashkent, 
Uzbekistan and Seattle, Washington, USA. Eric Owen, born and raised near Seattle, owns 
among other businesses the chain of Malika Hotels in Uzbekistan and spends half of his time 
in Seattle and the other half in Uzbekistan.  This collection documents family and community 
and what it means to be a foreigner in both countries.  
     
     Among unique questions raised are: how a foreign language can produce an accent in one’s 
mother tongue thus making that person feel somewhat like a foreigner even upon returning to 
his or her own homeland.

(Bedii Duru Altug for the Association of Central  Asian Students, UW)
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Central Asian Nations
at the FIUTS Culture Festival

“Sister City” by Eric Owen
New Paintings On Display at the UW

     
 

Current ACAS Vice-
President, Aidos Aikhojayev 
(above), playing the dombïra 
at the 2012 FIUTS Cultural 
Festival at the University of 
Washington. (AR)   

Oil on canvas painting by 
Eric Owen (bottom), 
Tashkent City, 2011.  For 
more information on the 
artwork by Eric Owen, 
please visit 
http://freshandsnappy.net/. 
(AR)

Programs and Events
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Central and Inner Asia Abroad

                                                 

     
     A book signing introducing Green Desert: the Life and Poetry of Olzhas Suleimenov, the 
first comprehensive translation of Olzhas Suleimenov’s poetry by Sergey Levchin and Ilya 
Bernstein  and edited by Rafis Abazov, Adjunct Assistant Professor, School of International 
and Public Affairs, Columbia University , was held on Wednesday, November 30, 2011. It 
was hosted by the Harriman Institute and presented in the International Affairs Building of 
Columbia University, New York City.

     Olzhas Suleimenov is well-known for his active public life. He founded the Nevada-
Semipalatinsk Movement (1989), which became one of the most outspoken voices for the 
closure of all nuclear testing facilities in Kazakhstan. He also co-founded the Yssyk Kөl Fo-
rum, which was established during the latter period of the Soviet Union and has been recog-
nized as an important organization of intellectuals and thinkers.  Currently,  he serves as the 
Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan to UNESCO.

     While discussing the book, Mr. Suleimenov shared his candid thoughts about recent deve-
lopments in the literary world of Kazakhstan and Central Asia. He also answered questions 
from the audience.

     The speaker was introduced by the Director of the East Central European Center,  Profes-
sor Alan Timberlake who also presided over the event as a moderator. For more information 
on the event or book, please contact Alexander Metelitsa by sending an email to amm2315@
columbia.edu.
     

     The Kazakh Aul of the United States (KAUS) held its 8th annual “Zhailau, Kazakh Herit-
age Camp for Families,” July 23-28, 2012 in Moultonborough, New Hampshire. This annual 
camp is one way the KAUS, a nonprofit 501(c)3 organization, promotes the culture of 
Kazakhstan.  At Zhailau, the KAUS educates and enriches both the lives of Kazakh children  
being raised in the United States and their families.
 
     The week-long camp, under the guidance of dedicated Kazakh teachers and parents, pro-
vides opportunities for boys and girls to learn the art of traditional Kazakh dance, dombïra 
playing, and language usage while observing first-hand traditional ceremonies and perfor-
mances by professionally trained Kazakh dancers and musicians. In addition, participants ex-
plore many facets of Kazakh culture including cooking, story-telling, and craftsmanship.
 
     The KAUS is already planning Zhailau 2013 to be held next July once again on beautiful 
Lake Winnipesaukee in New Hampshire. For more information or to find out how to contri-
bute or donate to this unique organization, please visit the KAUS website at 
http://www.kazakh-aul-us.org. or email info@kazakh-aul-us.org.

(Susan Saxon, Volunteer Administrative Executive Director, Kazakh Aul of the US)
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Green Desert: The Life and Poetry of Olzhas Suleimenov
Book Presentation

The Kazakh Aul of the US
“Zhailau 2012 Kazakh Heritage Camp for Families”

     
  

Above, participants of the 
“Zhailau Kazakh Heritage 
Camp for Families ”pose 
with performers of the 
betashar (“revealing of the 
face”) wedding ceremony. 
(KAUS)

Below, older participants of 
the “Zhailau 2012 Kazakh
Heritage Camp” mentored
younger participants by
reading Kazakh short 
stories to them. (KAUS)

Programs and Events
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Central and Inner Asia Abroad

                                                 

     The Mongol-American Cultural Association (MACA), founded by Gombojab Hangin, 
Tsorj Lama and Lobsang Khiyod, held its first Chinggis Khan memorial ceremony in 1988. 
The three original founders have since passed away, but the annual memorial has continued 
through their students. MACA’s 24th annual memorial was held on September 17, 2011 in 
Princeton NJ.

     The ceremony is an adapted version of the Ezen Khoroo commemoration held in Southern 
(Övur) Mongolia honoring the memory of the Great Khan Chinggis. The American ceremony 
began with a shamanist invocation to the spirit of Chinggis Khan followed by the Nine Yamu-
tan (Paladins) conducting a ritual process consisting of 17 steps of offerings and recitation of 
ritual texts (“Ezen Sang”, “Sarqud”, “Ocig”, “Tugel” and “Dalalga”). The texts were created 
by Gombojab Hangin based on the Ezen Khoroo recitations.

     After a 40-year separation from his homeland, Gombojab visited Southern Mongolia in 
1986 and witnessed the Ezen Khoroo rituals, then under communist control. That experience
inspired him to make the Chinggis Khan commemoration part of the American cultural land-
scape.  Gombojab believed that having a group of Mongols and Americans honor the memory 
of the Great Khan Chinggis in an open political environment was a way to preserve this im-
portant tradition free of foreign influence.

     The Nine Paladins (ritual officiants) of the 24th annual celebration were for the first time
comprised of Mongols from the six major regions of Northern and Southern Mongolia, Hazara
Afghanistan, Tuva, Buryatia and Kalmykia. This gathering of individuals from the different
areas of significant Mongolian populations fulfills Gombojab’s dream of a pan-Mongol ritual.
His spirit must surely be bursting with pride in the symbolic unity of Mongols being mani-
fested through their cultural traditions and historical connections to Chinggis Khan.

     Gombojab’s adaptation of the ritual texts was more than a simple cut-and-paste. In a desire
to return to the original shamanist roots, he removed all Buddhist references. He also modified
and added language acknowledging a diverse Mongol community consisting of people from
all the Mongol communities, anticipating that one day a celebration such as this would come 
to pass.  Equally important, Gombojab was mindful of the forces of assimilation confronting 
a Mongol-American community living in the greatest melting pot of modern times. He con-
ceived the ceremony as a force of preservation. In his adaptation of the ritual texts, Gombojab 
expressed in the purest of cultural terms his love for his adopted country, as well as his abiding 
love for his Mongol roots and homeland.

     In honoring the memory of Chinggis Khan, MACA pays homage to the three founders of 
this American commemoration. Together they led the first ceremony and shared it with us to 
continue a tradition that arose from their hearts and souls. They could not have made a greater 
contribution to their community or to their adopted country.

     The 25th Annual Chinggis Khan Ceremony will be held Saturday, November 10, 2012 in
Princeton, New Jersey.

(Sanj Altan, President, Mongol-American Cultural Association)
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Memorial Ritual to Chinggis Khan – Alive and Well in America
(A tribute to Gombojab Hangin, Tsorj Lama and Lobsang Khiyod)

     
  

According to the sacred
rite of Ezen Khoroo the
Nine Yamutan or
Paladins (Clerics of the
Rites of Chinggis Khan)
gather in front of the
altar (above) and venerate
the spirit of the Great
Khan while beseeching
blessings. (AR)

Anda Union (below),
performed during the
Memorial Ceremony.
The group describes
itself as “music gatherers, 
digging deep into Mongol 
traditions and unearthing 
forgotten music.” (AR)

Programs and Events
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Academic and Cultural News
From Kyrgyzstan

                                                 
          School of Leaders, a non-profit youth organization founded by Kyrgyz students with the
aims of attracting citizens of Kyrgyzstan to perform community service, to volunteer and to 
teach the importance of education, tolerance, and leadership for the development of Kyrgyz-
stan was formed July 15th, 2011.

     Since its inception, School of Leaders has already led a number of community projects. A
“Clean & Fun” initiative was kicked off immediately after the group’s founding. The program
sent local high school students and leaders of the organization to clean up local hospitals, 
streets and National Heritage spots like Kurort in the Jalalabat region. In the process, School 
of Leaders has collected over 600 commitments from local students and community members 
to continue fighting to keep the city clean.

     School of Leaders has also put together free Summer English courses and conversation 
clubs that would benefit students in Jalalabat. With six volunteers from alumni who have par-
ticipated in exchange programs abroad like the Future Leaders Exchange Program (FLEX) the 
organization was able to help forty five students improve their English skills. Held in down-
town Jalalabat next to Mol-Mol Hotel, the course was offered three times a week with an em-
phasis on English grammar, conversation, and vocabulary. In addition, course sessions were 
also dedicated to instilling a firm understanding of leadership and tolerance.

     With key members currently studying abroad during the academic year, School of Leaders
looks forward to reconvening in the summer with more projects dedicated to the development
of Kyrgyzstan. For more information on the organization or its activities, email Zafarbek 
Sulaimanov at zafarbeksulaimanov@yahoo.com.

(Zafarbek Sulaimanov, President, School of Leaders)

     
     The Simultaneous Translation (ST) Club of the Simultaneous Translation Department of 
the International Ataturk-Alatoo University (IAAU) recently hosted with the help from stu-
dents of Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas University (KTMU)  the 1st Annual Central Asian Literary 
Heritage Seminar: “The Life and Works of Mirzabek Toybayev,” Thursday April 19th, 2012 
in Konya Hall, IAAU. 

     The seminar, a student based initiative, is part of the Simultaneous Translation Depart-
ment’s efforts to connect the literary heritage of Central Asia with the scholarly and academic 
aims of the International Ataturk-Alatoo University. Mirzabek Toybayev, National Playwright 
and Writer of the Kyrgyz Republic and a former guest and admired friend of the university, 
has spent more than fifty years (since his very first work in 1952) as a poet, playwright, and 
prose writer. During that span, he has earned countless accolades and has accomplished the 
rare feat of having been the first Kyrgyz author to have seven volumes of compositional works 
published  (Chingiz Aitmatov would later publish an eight-volume set in 2008). It was a great 
honor to have the students and faculty welcome him and guests in assessing his contribution 
to Kyrgyz and Central Asian literature and in presenting his plays and poems in English for 
the very first time. For more information on the seminar or its program, please email 
toibaevadabiymuras2012@gmail.com. (AR)
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     School of Leaders, Non-Profit Youth Organization
Dedicated to Helping Develop Kyrgyzstan

The 1st Annual Central Asian Literary Heritage Seminar:
The Life and Works of Mirzabek Toybayev

*Saltanat Nurzhanova,
JSC “Center for International Program”  

Department of Projects

*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

School of Leaders, a non- 
profit youth organization, 
inspires the young of 
Kyrgyzstan to perform
community service while
demonstrating tolerance
and leadership through
volunteer efforts and educ-
ation. (AR)
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Academic and Cultural News
From Turkmenistan

                                                 

     The international conference “Dovletmammet Azadi and the Life of Turkmen People in the 
XVIII Century” was held this past May in Ashgabat. The forum was organized by the National 
Institute of Manuscripts of the Academy of Sciences of Turkmenistan. Researchers from the 
U.S., Russia, Italy, Belarus, Ukraine, Poland, Czech Republic, Korea, Indonesia, China, India, 
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Algeria, Jordan, Libya, Syria, Egypt, 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, Spain, Romania, Serbia, Croatia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan attended the three-day conference that began on May 14th.

     The conference was intended to promote the in-depth study of the spiritual heritage of the 
Turkmen people as well as to identify new sources and scientific information concerning the 
life and work of one of the greatest Turkmen poets and philosophers of the XVIII century, 
Dovletmammet Azadi, who founded the Etrek-Gurgen school of Turkmen classical literature.

     In his welcoming address to the participants of the conference, President Gurbanguly 
Berdimuhamedov noted that the XVIII century went down in history as a time full of hard-
ships and severe blows for the Turkmens in terms of science, culture and human values.  The 
great humanistic appeals of Dovletmammet Azadi raised a powerful alarm awakening the 
Turkmen spirit by turning to literature that united the people.

     On May 18th, Turkmenistan celebrated two national holidays - The  Day of the Constitu-
tion of Independent Neutral Turkmenistan and The Day of Revival, Unity and Poetry of 
Magtymguly, symbolizing the triumph of peace and prosperity, national unity and cohesion.

     President Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov sent a congratulatory message to his compatriots. 
“This year marks the 20th anniversary of  the adoption of our country’s Constitution, the main 
law of national legislation. The desire of our people to build a democratic, secular state is leg-
ally enshrined in the main provisions and principles of the Constitution,” the message says.

     “The Constitution of Turkmenistan and the wise appeals made by Magtymguly center on 
complementary values that ensure an inextricable link between many generations and their un-
wavering integrity and solidarity. Magtymguly was a true patriot who dreamt of an underlying 
unity and brotherhood for his people that would serve the basis for an immutable sovereign 
Turkmen state.  The great poet-thinker’s songs are an appeal for these humanistic values. His 
immortal statements are perceived by our people as the spiritual guidance and rule of life. 
Therefore our sacred duty is to preserve the main provisions and principles of our Constitution
reflecting our ancestors’ dreams of peace, independence and well-being while honoring the 
humanistic and sincere precepts of Magtymguly Pyragy.”

Notes:

1. Text obtained from Turkmenistan.ru, accessed June 2012, http://www.turkmenistan.ru/en/
articles/16248.html. 

2. Texts obtained from Turkmenistan.ru, accessed May 2012, http://www.turkmenistan.ru/en/
articles/16265.html.
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     Conference on the Works and Life of
   Turkmen Poet Azadi �

Turkmenistan Celebrated Day of Revival, 
Unity and Poetry of Magtymguly �

*Saltanat Nurzhanova,
JSC “Center for International Program”  

Department of Projects

*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

Dovletmammet Azadi 
(above) lived from 1700 - 
1760. His emphasis on social 
justice and the just ruler 
has influenced scores of 
Turkmens including his own 
son, Turkmen National 
Hero and Poet Magtymguly
Pyragy. (AR)

On May 18th, 2012, Turk-
mens celebrated The Day of  
the Constitution and the 
Day of Revival, Unity and 
Poetry of Magtymguly at 
the Monument of the 
Constitution in Ashgabad, 
Turkmenistan. (AR)
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Academic and Cultural News
From Uzbekistan

                                                 

     

     The festival was initiated in 1997 by His Excellency Islom Karimov, President of the Re-
public of Uzbekistan, and is now held every two years under the aegis of UNESCO in Samar-
kand.  The festival takes place at the end of August, a few  days before Uzbekistan’s Celebra-
tion of Independence on September 1.  For everyone, being fortunate to watch the perfor-
mances at Samarkand’s Registan, the festival is a heart-lifting event. But even those who can 
only watch them from afar, sitting in front of a TV, are touched by the warm communal spirit 
of the audience and the performers, fostered no doubt by the outstanding hospitality of the 
people of Samarkand.  

     At last year’s festival (August 25th-30th)  one participant from Italy expressed his feelings
for Uzbekistan and its people  by going before the start of the performances onto the stage, 
where he repeated  emphatically in Uzbek: “I love Uzbekistan, I  do love Uzbekistan!” This 
caused His Excellency Islom Karimov to join him on the stage, where he embraced the visitor.

     Indeed, the “Sharq Taronalari” festival, perceived as a celebration of  traditional music in 
its undisturbed form and played on original instruments, has become a unique event.  At the 
eighth festival delegations from over 50 countries, including European and African countries, 
were present. It is for a good reason that this festival takes place in Samarkand. Six hundred 
years ago the great ruler Amir Temur (1336-1405) organized similar musical festivals with par-
ticipants coming from China, Arabia and countries in between, as we learn from the Zafarnoma 
of the famous historian Sharafiddin Ali Yazdiy.   H. E. Islom Karimov, referring to this source, 
stated in his short address (published in O’zbekiston Adabiyoti va San’ati): 

          O’zingiz o’ylang, aziz do’stlar,  birodarlar, bundan olti asr avval aynan mana shu Samar-
          kand zaminida mavjud bo’lgan madaniy an’analar va “Sharq Taronalari” festivalining 
          ruhi va goyalariga qanchalar uyg’un va hamahang”  

          (Think about it, dear friends and brothers, how similar and harmonious the spirit and 
          goals of the “Sharq Taronalari” festival are with the cultural traditions that existed in 
          this very place  of Samarkand six hundred years ago).

(IC)

                                   His Excellency Islom Karimov ad-
                                            dresses attendees and participants of 
                               the festival. (AR)

Note: 

1.  Kenneth Weisbrode, ”Uzbekistan: In the Shadow of Tamerlane.” World Policy Journal,
14.1 (1997), 56. 
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     VIII International Music Festival in Samarkand
       Sharq taronalari (Melodies of the East)

*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

“Sharq Taronalari” 
(Melodies of the East), held 
biannually in Samarkand’s 
Registan Square, unites and 
connects cultural groups of 
Central and Inner Asia with 
those of other parts of the 
world. (AR)

Amir Temur (below) is
regarded by the descen-
dants of his subjects for
more than just his military 
genius. His fondness for 
“architecture, art, and 
music,” has found its way 
into the national conscious-
ness of such groups as the
Uzbeks.�  (AR)
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Regional Highlight

                                                 

     It is impossible to understand the life of a nation when separated from its past. The histori-
cal path taken for Dungans towards Kyrgyzstan is connected with a bloody period of heavy 
persecution that has also changed the destiny of so many other immigrants from China.

     The Dungans constitute one of the smallest ethnic groups in Central Asia. Numbers given
by the current President of the Social Union of Dungans in Kyrgyzstan, Hasiza Sumar, show
that the aggregate number of Dungans within the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) 
stands at just a little more than 120,000. They are settled primarily in Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan and with an even more insignificant number in Uzbekistan.�  Roughly 58,400 of 
the counted Dungans have made the territory of Kyrgyzstan their home. This means that 
Dungans are the fourth largest ethnic group in the country.

     Today most Dungans in Kyrgyzstan live in the Chuy oblast area.  They live mainly in vil-
lages like Aleksandrovka, Milyanfan, Birdik, Ken Bulun, Ivanovka, Iskra, Tokmok, and Kant. 
Others stay in the Irdy and Karakol, Issyk Kul regions as well as in Savay and Osh areas. A 
smaller number of families live in Talas and Naryn.²

     Because of harsh treatment against them, the Hueytsu, as Dungans call themselves, began 
to emigrate towards the Russian borderlands.³  According to Fatima Nurakunovna, the 
Hueytsu have lived in Central Asia  since the late 1800’s. �   The most notable emigration oc-
curred during the time of General Tsin’s suppression of well-known Muslim revolts by 
Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Salar, Uighurs and Hueytsu between the years 1877 and 1883. Many of the 
surviving insurgents were forced to flee and to seek refuge within neighboring states.  
Nurakunovna detailed how the Hueytsu first reacted during the harsh winter of 1877.  
          
          From a district in the city of Aksu (in Xinjiang), local Hueytsus were divided into three 
          groups and began to independently move in separate directions towards the Russian 
          borderlands. The first insurgent group of Hueytsu, led by Yusuf Yes Syfu (Ae Laozhen) 
          arrived in Karakol after passing through Bedel (a village located within present-day 
          Issyk Kul Oblast) and later settled in Irdyk (also in present-day Issyk Kul Oblast).  A 
          second group under the direction of Ma Dazhen moved from Aksu through Maral-
          Bashi to Kashgar.  This group would later divide and set up base near Taraz (in 
          Kazakhstan) in Dzhalpak-Tube (Dunganovka) and in [the Uzbek regions of] Fergana, 
          Andijon and Tashkent. . . The third and largest group of Dungan refugees were led by 
          Baj Janhu and having passed through Turugart (in south-east Kyrgyzstan) in December 
          of 1877, arrived in Naryn and later settled in Tokmok (just outside of Bishkek) on the 
          banks of the river Chu.�  
          
     Dungans are predominantly Sunni-Muslims. According to a legend that has been repea-
tedly told to me since childhood, the origin of the Dungans dates back to the first contact be-
tween the Chinese and the Islamic world during the period of the Tan Empire (618-907). 
During this time a Chinese emperor dreamt of being rescued from monsters by a young man 
in green garments. Seeking the meaning of this dream from his closest advisors, the emperor 
was warned that the monsters represented the Empire’s enemies - the nomads - and the young 
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Spotlight on the Dungans of Kyrgyzstan
Cultural Origins of the Hueytsu

 

Traditional daily dishes of
Dungans consist of cereals 
and grains, beans, vegeta- 
bles and fruits - all products 
on which Dungan agricul-
tural economy depends. 
(SM)
 

Lagman, a noodle based
dish topped off with shreds
of beef and a vegetable
variety, is one of the main
traditional cuisines of the
Dungans of Central Asia. 
(SM)
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Regional Highlight

                                                 

man in green was a young Mohammedan on which the survival of the empire depended. 
Upon hearing this, the emperor dispatched envoys to Arabia who beseeched the Arab Muslims 
for military aid against the nomadic enemies. With the help of his Arab Muslim supporters, 
the emperor was victorious. As a sign of gratitude, the emperor had given his new Arab 
Muslim allies Chinese women as wives.

     The children from these marriages became known as Dungans. The original traditions and
family life of every Dungan in many respects have since been connected with the canons of
Islam. From the moment of birth until the end of life many ritual events and ceremonies are 
accompanied by Islamic prayer readings. Additionaly, Islam became the basis for developing                                
a national consciousness, having already created a moral basis for the lives of these people. 
Under its influence cultural traditions, ideologies, norms of life and morals, behavior, as well 
as Dungan material culture were formed.

     The Dungan people have been cast in a lot forever intertwined with the Kyrgyz people and
have historically impacted the development of the land of the Kyrgyz. Today Dungans are con-
sidered as a part of the united people of Kyrgyzstan – actively participating in all spheres of
the political, economic and cultural life of the country. For example, Kyrgyzstan has become
the homeland of Dungan writing and literature. Here the modern literary language was created.
The National Poet of Kyrgyzstan, Yasyr Shivaza, was the founder of Dungan writing and lit-
erature.�  Dungans of Kyrgyzstan continue to develop in all directions and to promote a cul-
tural heritage of Dungans, Kyrgyz and other people.

Notes:

1.  Hasiza Sumar Havazovich, President, Social Union of Dungans in Kyrgyzstan, 
interviewed by author, March 2012.

2.  Fatima Nurakunovna, Editor, Хэймин Бо (newspaper), interviewed by author, October 
2012.

3.  Ibid.

4.  Ibid.

5.  Ibid.

6.  Hasiza Sumar Havazovich, interviewed by author, March 
2012. 

About the Author
Sofiian Manezova is currently enrolled at the International Ataturk-Alatoo University (IAAU), 
Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic. She is a junior-year student within the Department of Internation-
al Relations where she focuses on economics & administration. She also serves as a member 
of the Student Council at IAAU.
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(continued from previous page)

 

Traditional Dungan
wedding gowns (above)
consist of pink or bright
red silk overlays with green
furnishings and floral
embroideries, with a 
matching underlayer of
trousers. The gown itself is
outfitted with a pocket in
which money is put, an
edge for the ritual adapta-
tion of the bride to the
home of the groom and a
mirror to ward off evil
spirits. The typical bride
also wears a silver breast
ornament, shunhu, with a
medallion in the shape of a
butterfly and jingles that
are executed from silver in
order to shield the bride
from negative influences.
The bride is further
accented with a beautiful
headpiece dressed with
flowers. (SM)
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Outstanding Personalities

                                                 

      
     Alykul Osmonov, born in Kaptal Aryk of Kyrgyzstan’s Panfilov Region in 1915, was a 
Kyrgyz akïn (poet, bard).  His fate, according to his contempories and fellow writers, has 
been marked by a series of tragic events that have left an indelible impression on his extraor-
dinary, singular talent.�  As an akïn, he nurtured a rare sincerity and honesty within his songs 
that helped accent the beauty and value of life in spite of the many hardships he was con-
fronted with.  In his song “Waves of the Lake,” Osmonov’s candor and humility hint at the 
struggles within his life.

          Кантейин жазмыш күчү руксат бербейт,
          Заманга иштер элем далайга өлбөй.� 

          If only the power of writing had allowed me,
          I would have written for eternity.

     Indeed fate was not so kind towards the young akïn. When he was a young boy, both of 
his parents passed away, and he was placed in an orphanage.�  Perhaps it can be consid-
ered that fate’s hardships had prepared Osmonov for his own destiny as an outstanding akïn.  
While at the orphanage, he had developed a fascination for reading and writing as well as for 
an understanding of the secrets of the art of poetry/singing (akïndïk önördün sïrlarï).�  By 
1932, he had begun creating his first songs and five years later in 1937 had published the
first collection of his poetry.�

     The topics and the ideas of Alykul’s lyrical poetry prove that he has been a very particular 
and unique akïn. This uniqueness is based on his endless love for his motherland and espe-
cially for nature itself. Motherland and nature were frequent themes of his writings. When 
reading Alykul’s songs devoted to the beauty of the Kyrgyz land, it becomes quite obvious 
that the land on which the Kyrgyz people work and live is enriched with beauty and made all 
the more attractive and substantive through his lyrics. This is accomplished by the aggrandiz-
ing attributes he gives to such natural settings as the Alatoo, a soaring mountainous chain 
granted with seemingly unexceeding heights and vastness, and the Ïssïk Köl, a sacred lake 
made more mesmerizing  through the usage of an elegiac tone.�

     Whenever happy or upset, humans have a natural inclination to share their grief, feelings,
thoughts and joys with those close by. Osmonov, however, had a tendency to share all his 
sentiments and emotions with nature. In essence, nature had become Osmonov’s closest con-
fidant. Anyone familiar with his life story will undoubtedly be unable to separate nature from 
Alykul because they were closely connected with each other. Every song created by the akïn, 
whether about life, health, death, sadness, love or about youth, points towards one direction: 
nature and the environment.

     More specifically, Osmonov treated  the Ïssïk Köl as his motherland, his parents, love 
and even as his calmly sleeping child. After losing his own child to a sudden and fatal illness,
Osmonov turned to the waves of Saint Ïssïk Köl to share his pain and grief.�  From his medi-
tations on the shores of the Ïssïk Köl he created some of his most poignant works: “Көл 
Ата”, “Кыргыз көлү”, and “Мен көлүмө келгенде” among others.
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Spotlight on
ALYKUL OSMONOV (1915 -1950)

*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

Alykul Osmonov’s life was
cut short in late 1950 due to
complications from pulmo-
nary pneumonia. Despite
this, his collections of poems 
have continued to live on in 
the hearts and minds of the 
Kyrgyz. (AR)

According to the words of
A. Jakshylikov, it is of no
coincidence that Osmonov
was born on March 21st,
the day commemorating 
both Nooruz and Poetry. 
Below is his gravemarker at 
Ala Archa, just outside 
Bishkek. (AR)
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Outstanding Personalities

                                                 

     As one of his contemporaries remarked: “All of Alykul’s poetry is drenched with the wa-
ter of his motherland, mixed with the morning sunshine, fragranced with an aroma of early 
ripe fruit in a garden, and is blown with the breeze of Lake Ïssïk Köl”.�

    Unfortunately, the akïn passed away at a very young age in 1950 due to health complica-
tions.  Osmonov once compared his failing health to a dying flower that has all too early fro-
zen up and withered away before impressing the world with its own contribution.�  But the 
akïn did not pass on without having made his own contribution.  Osmonov has left a resona-
ting mark on Kyrgyz literature in the short span of his thirty-five years of life.  Indeed, traces 
of Osmonov live on in the hearts of every Kyrgyz, are hidden in the depths of Lake Ïssïk Köl
and eternalized through  his everlasting compositions.
          
Notes:

1.  Б. Алымов,  “Алыкул Осмонов” in Кыргыз совет адабияты: Орто мектептин 
8-класстары үчүн окуу китеби (Фрунзе: Мектеп, 1990), 282. 
 
2.  Алыкул Осмонов, “Табыят менен музыка,” in Алыкул Осмонов: Көл толкуну, ed.  
Памирбек Казыбаев, trans. Walter May (Бишкек: Kyrgyz Soros Foundation, 1996), 36.

3.  Б. Алымов,  “Алыкул Осмонов” in Кыргыз совет адабияты: Орто мектептин 
8-класстары үчүн окуу китеби (Фрунзе: Мектеп, 1990), 282. 

4.  К. Асаналиев, С. Байгазиев, С. Жигитов, жана К. Иманалиев, “Алыкул  Осмонов” in 
Кыргыз совет адабияты: Орто мектептин 10-класстары үчүн окуу китеби
(Бишкек: Мектеп, 1996), 301.

5.  К. Иманалиев, В. Керимжанова, В. Маленов, жана Ш. Үмөталиев,  “Алыкул 
Осмонов” in Кыргыз совет адабияты: Орто мектептин 9-10-класстары үчүн окуу 
китеби (Фрунзе: Мектеп, 1988), 316.

6.  ibid., 325.

7.  Б. Алымов,  “Алыкул Осмонов” in Кыргыз совет адабияты: Орто мектептин 
8-класстары үчүн окуу китеби (Фрунзе: Мектеп, 1990), 285-332.

8.  ibid., 287.

9.  ibid., 292.

About the Author

Aijamal Abdieva  is from  Osh, Kyrgyzstan and is a  fourth year student within the Simultane-
ous Translation Department at Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas University, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan.  
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*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

A statue of the akïn can be 
found in front of the 
National Library of 
Kyrgyzstan in Bishkek. 
(AR)

Osmonov is also currently 
featured on the obverse of 
the Kyrgyz 200 som note. 
(AR)

 

 

 



Stone mounds like that 
shown above can be found 
between Tüp and Santaš.  
According to a popular 
legend, Amir Temur and his 
troops had crossed the 
region on the way to battle. 
En route, Amir Temur 
commanded his soldiers to 
each pick up a stone from 
the shore of Lake Ïssïk Köl 
and place them at certain 
places along the way.  Upon 
their return after the battle, 
the stones were to be 
returned.  Few soldiers, 
however, escaped the battle 
with their lives and  the 
stones have come to repre- 
sent those fallen soldiers  
(AR with information cited 
from Kyrgyztravel.com). 
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Alykul Osmonov
Мен көлүмө келгенде � 

             When I Arrived at My Lake

When I arrived, like a child not yet fully fit,
And without concerning itself  for childhood 
yet,
My Ïssïk Köl � seemed to be foaming 
And wave upon wave without restraint crested.

When I arrived like an impassioned young 
akïn,
and though not thinking itself as an akïn,
My Ïssïk Köl sonorously slapped on 
And surf upon surf free from restraint 
hastened.

Ended the storm. The breeze of Ulan did break,
The Santaš� wind did Tüp� not entirely strike.
Ïssïk Köl that now peacefully does slumber 
Resembles his own people, strong and splen-
did.

Notes:

1. Алыкул Осмонов, “Мен көлүмө 
келгенде,” in Ата журт, ed. К. Асанлиев 
жана К. Укаев,  (Фрунзе: Кыргызстан 
Мамлекеттик  Басмасы, 1958), 53.  Text
translated by Alva Robinson, Aijamal Abdieva, 
undergraduate student, Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas 
University (KTMU) and Saltanat Mambaeva, 
Professor, KTMU

2. Ïssïk Köl is a lake located in the north-east 
region of Kyrgyzstan just south of the Kazakh 
border.

3. Ulan is a village located west of Lake Ïssïk 
Köl.  The breeze of Ulan is a local wind blow- 
ing westward from the direction of Ulan for 
which it is named.

4. Santaš is located northeast of Lake Ïssïk Köl 
and just south of the The Kungey Ala Too 
Range that forms the Kazakh-Kyrgyz border. 
The Tempest of Santaš is a local wind blowing 
westward from the direction of Santaš for 
which it is named.

5.. Tüp is located just beyond the eastern edge 
of Lake Ïssïk Köl at the foot of the Karkara 
Valley that leads up to Santaš. 

             Мен көлүмө келгенде

Мен келгенде, токтоно элек баладай,
Бирок өзүн балалыкка санабай,
Жаткан экен Ысык көлүм күрпүлдөп,
Толкуп алган толкунунан жаналбай.

Мен келгенде албуут акын баладай,
Бирок өзүн акынмын деп санабай,
Жаткан экен Ысыккөлүм шарпылдап,
Ташып алган ташкынынан жаналбай.

Бүттү бороон. Улан жели токтоду,
Түптү түрө Санташ шамал сокподу.
Бул мезгилде мемиреген Ысыккөл
Өз элиндей күчтүү, сулуу окшоду.
   
(1946)
Чолпоната                       

        

 

 

Lake Ïssïk Köl, similar to other natural land- 
scapes like mountains and other water bodies, is 
considered as holy and sacred . Kyrgyz, often 
make pilgrimages to the region for its supernatu-
ral powers as much as for its tranquil atmosphere. 
(AR)
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Recent Publications
Kazakhstan

                                                 

Родослоное Древо Мухтара Ауэзова (The Genealogical Tree of Mukhtar Auezov) by A. K. 
Muminov, in cooperation with A. Sh. Nurmanova and S. Sattarov. Indices by U. A. 
Utepbergenova. Edited by S. N. Abashin. Almaty: Zhibek Zholy, 2011. 304 pages.

     This study is based on a wide range of new sources which explore the role of qozhas as
spiritual authorities of Kazakh society. Qozhas were of great importance in the development
and dissemination of Islam in Kazakhstan, which in turn has had a large impact on Kazakh
national culture.

     The first notable characteristic of this book is its focus on the family and lineage of Mukhtar
Auezov. Socialization and cultural environment are major factors in the formation of any person.
Families, of course, play a significant role in socialization: the traditions, ideas, and experiences
of parents, siblings, and extended family members contribute greatly to the development of 
children.  Mukhtar Auezov was influenced by the strength of his family and lineage's persona-
lities.  We argue that in order to understand a great writer such as Mukhtar Auezov, it is not 
enough to appreciate his individual accomplishments, but to place him in his cultural milieu. 
Stories of one's lineage, told through genealogical documents, play a large role in Kazakh and 
qozha culture.  This work brings these genealogical documents to light and allows us to see 
Auezov's accomplishments in a new way: as a product of his unique genius as nurtured in a 
particular familial and cultural environment. 

     The second notable characteristic of this book is its fundamentally academic and historical
nature. This study is not a naïve artistic retelling of Auezov's life. This book is the result of 
years of research by a team of scholars, led by Ashirbek Muminov, an expert not only on the 
history of Kazakhstan, but on the history of Islam in Central Asia, including the culture and 
documentary history of qozhas, who play such an important role in Auezov's life. The author 
has already published a number of papers on this subject that are well-known in academia. 
This book presents these articles' findings to a wider audience. This work will also be useful 
to readers interested in the complex processes and history of the Islamization of Kazakhstan 
and Central Asia, the role of Islam in nomadic culture, and the interaction between different 
groups of Muslims in Central Asian history.

(Aftandil Erkinov, Российский Евгенический Союз, http://russianeugenics.blogspot.com/)

Note:

1.  Quoted from Рафат Əбдіғұлов, “Əуезов рухы мəңгiлiк,” (The Spirit of Auezov is Ever-
lasting), online article for The Writers’ Union of Kazakhstan, accessed October 20, 2012
 http://www.writers.kz/search/index.php?ID=2829.  Text translated from the original Kazakh 
by Alva Robinson. 
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Родослоное Древо Мухтара Ауэзова
A. K. Muminov

 

*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

Mukhtar Auezov (1897-
1961), pictured above, was
a leading playwright and
author best known for his
two volume set, The Path of
Abay. He is the subject of
A. K. Muminov’s latest
published work, 
Родослоное Древо 
Мухтара Ауэзова. (AR)

Dr. A. K. Muminov is the 
Deputy Head of the Insti-
tute of Oriental Studies at 
the Academy of Sciences of 
Kazakhstan, Almaty.  He is 
a recent Fulbright Fellow at 
Indiana University, Bloom-
ington. (AR) 

 

Mukhtar Auezov had a great influence across much of 
Central Asia. The Kyrgyz writer Chingiz Aitmatov was 
especially close to him, as we learn from the following 
quote:

“Chingiz Aimatov’s words, ‘Upon crossing over the 
threshold of foreign countries, I continue to recall 
Manas and Mukhtar Auezov,’ again proves that the 
literary life of Auezov that revolves around the memory, 
authority and reputation of our (Kazakh) nation is 
everlasting”.�
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Recent Publications
Kyrgyzstan

                                                 

Кыргыз Күүлөрү׃ Иликтөөлөр, ойлор, пикирлер, 1-2 китеп by Асан Кайбылда уулу. 
Бишкек: Борбордук Азия Университети, 2011. 848; 648 бет. 
(Kyrgyz Melodies: Analysis, Thoughts and Opinions. Volumes I and II by Asan Kaybïlda 
uulu. Bishkek: University of Central Asia, 2011. 848; 648 pages).

     This fundamental two-volume work written by the well-known Kyrgyz ethno-musicologist
and komuz player Asan Kaybïlda uulu presents findings from more than 20 years of his ethno-
graphic research on Kyrgyz komuz music.The books 
contain rich historical material on the Kyrgyz küü - 
instrumental music played primarily on the three-
stringed instrument, komuz - and includes a compre-
hensive study of all known and unknown, recorded 
and unrecorded Kyrgyz instrumental music by vari-
ous master komuz players. The volumes are supple-
mented by music CDs containing more than 100 ko-
muz melodies, with narratives on their histories by
the author. 

     For inquiries or to place your book orders, please 
contact: Aisulu Alymkulova publications@ucentral
asia.org Tel: + 996 312 910 822

(University of Central Asia Press)

     

Саякбай: Гений жөнүндө балада (очерк – эссе) by Каныбек Иманалиев. Бишкек:
Бийиктик, 2010. 296 бет.
(Sayakbay: A Ballad about the Genius (A Biographical  Essay) by Kanybek Imanaliev. 
Bishkek, Biyiktik, 2010. 296 pages).

     Бул китепте “ХХ кылымдын Гомери” аталган алп Манасчы Саякбай Каралаевдин
өмүрү, чыгармачылыгы, өзгөчө мүнөзү, залкар адамдар менен болгон мамилеси туура-
луу окуялар жана жалпы эле Манастын ыййк касиетине байланыштуу ойлор баяндалат.

     This book describes the life,  the literary output and unique personality of the alp Manasčï 
(heroic Manas reciter), recognized as the “Homer of the ХХ-th century”, Sayakbay Karalaev. 
The book also includes a narration of stories about his relationships with distinguished people 
and a description of thoughts revolving around the great qualities of Manas.�

Note: 

1. Summary located within book binding.  Text translated from the original Kyrgyz by 
Meerbek Kudaibergenov.   
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КЫРГЫЗ КҮҮЛӨРҮ׃ Иликтөөлөр, ойлор, пикирлер, 1-2 китеп
Асан Кайбылда уулу

Саякбай: Гений жөнүндө балада (очерк – эссе)
Каныбек Иманалиев

 

 

 
Cover of Kyrgyz Melodies: 
Analysis, Thoughts, and 
Opinions, Volumes I and II 
(above)

Imanaliev’s Саякбай: 
Генийй жөнүндө балада
(Sayakbay: A Ballad about
the Genius: A Biographical 
Essay), below, provides a 
detailed account about the 
life, works and special 
character of the famous 
Manasčï Sayakbay (1894-
1971) who is regarded as 
the Homer of the 20th 
century. (AR)

 

Asan Kaybïlda uulu (1929-2010) was 
a well-known ethno-musicologist and 
komuz player, possessing a rich 
knowledge of Kyrgyz traditional 
music, nomadic culture and oral 
traditions (University of Central Asia 
Press).
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Recent Publications
Turkmenistan

                                                 

Hekaýatlar ýygyndysy, II jilt  Muhammet Awfy. Pars dilinden terjime eden we çapa taýýarlan 
Dawut Orazsähedow. Aşgabat: Miras, 2005. 288 s.
(Selection of Stories, 2. Volume by Muhammet Awfy.  Translated from Persian and edited by 
Dawut Orazsahedov. Ashgabat: Miras, 2005. 288 pages). 

     Türkmenistanyň ilkinji we ömürlik Presidenti Beýik Saparmyrat Türkmenbaşynyň howan-
darlygynda çapa taýýarlanan Muahammet Awfynyň Hekaýatlar ýygyndysy ilkinji gezek oky-
jylara hödürlenýär. Gündogaryň meşhur taryhçysy, edebiýatçysy we syýahatçy alymy hök-
münde meşhurlyk gazanan Muhammet Awfynyň bu kitaby dürli meseleleri öz içine alýan bir-
näçe baplardan we bölümlerden ybarat uly göwrümli eserdir.

     Kitap dünyäniň döreyşi gadymy şalar, halypalar we ş.m. hakyndaky birnäçe kyssalary öz-
ünde jemleýän, beýan ediliş, şahyranalyk we gaýry alamatlary boýunça tapawutlanýan edebi-
taryhy çeşmedir. Kitapda ynsanyýetiň ýaşaýyş-durmuş, isleg-arzuw, tebigat, edep-terbiýe,
ahlak, söýgi hakdaky gözel oý-pikirleri, watançylyk, ynsanperwerlik, edermenlik, mertlik
kimin arzyly gylyk-häsiýetler dürli çeper çözgütlerde beýan edilýar.

    Beýik akyldaryň dünýä edebiýatynyň genji-hazynasyna giren bu ajaýyp eseri Angliýanyn
Britan kitaphanysynda saklanýan golýazma nusgasy esasynda pars dilinden türkmen diline
terjime edildi.

(B. Baýmyradow)

Gošgular Magtymguly. Aşgabat: Тürkmen döwlet neşirýat gullugy, 2008. 687 s.
(Poems by Magtymguly. Ashgabat: Turkmen Government Publishing House, 2008. 687 pages).    

     Magtymguly is regarded as the national poet, pride, and honor of the Turkmen people.
Since the 18th century, Magtymguly has come to live in the thoughts, heart, and mind of
every Turkmen. When someone mentions Turkmen, Magtymguly is immediately remembered,
and when we say Magtymguly, we innately recall the Turkmen.�

     The collection at hand is seen as an attempt to modernize the  gošgular (poetic songs) of 
Magtymguly for the twenty-first century reader. The book begins with a historical analysis of 
Magtymguly’s  life, influences, and impact on the Turkmen nation.

     The collection itself consists of nearly four hundred poetic songs and poems composed by 
the great Turkmen bagšï (bard). Words that once appeared in older compilations and that 
may have been viewed as anachronistic have been replaced for more contemporary lexicons. 
Footnotes with explanations for troublesome terms have been added for the convenience of 
the reader.  (AR)

Note:

1.  Excerpt from Kakajan Atayew’s preface to Gošgular by Magtymguly, p. 3.  Text trans-
lated from the original Turkmen by Alva Robinson. 
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Hekaýatlar Ýygyndysy
Muhammad Awfy

Gošgular
Magtymguly

 

 
Muhammet Awfy (1171-
1242) was a Central Asian
historian, literary figure,
traveler, and scholar of
Persian descent. Two of his
major works include Lubab
ul-Albab and Jawāmi
ul-Hikāyāt. (AR)

Magtymguly Pyragy (1733 -
1788) follows a long-line of
Sufi poets to have origi-
nated from Central Asia.
He is considered as the 
spiritual leader of the
Turkmens. (AR)

 

-
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Recent Publications
on Central/Inner Asia

                                                 

Igor Savitsky: Artist, Collector, Museum Founder by Marinika Babanazarova. London: Silk 
Road Media, 2011. 

     Silk Road Media and the Karakalpakstan State Museum of Art named after I.V. Savitsky are
pleased to announce the publication of "Igor Savitsky-Artist, Collector, Museum Founder" by
Marinika Babanazarova, Igor Savitsky's successor as Director of the Museum since his death
in 1984. Since the early 2000s, Igor Savitsky's life and accomplishments have earned increasing
international recognition. He and the museum he founded in Nukus, the capital of Karakalpakstan
in the far northwest of Uzbekistan, have also been the subject of numerous articles in the world's
most important newspapers and magazines, such as El Païs, Le Figaro, Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung, The Guardian, and the New York Times, of television programs in Australia, Germany,
and Japan, and, most recently, of two full length documentary films . Marinika Babanazarova's
memoir is based on her 1990 graduate dissertation at the Tashkent Theatre and Art Institute
(Department of Theory and History of Art). It draws upon correspondence, official records,
and other documents about the Savitsky family that have become available during the last
few years, as well as the recollections of a wide range of people who knew Igor Savitsky per-
sonally.  As she states in the foreword to this deeply moving and personal narrative . . "I hope
this memoir will serve not only as a multifaceted, broad-based portrait of a great man who was
my mentor, but also as a tribute to his legacy." The book's publication-in separate Russian and
English editions-was made possible with the support of several members of the Friends of Nukus
Museum, a non-governmental, voluntary organization registered in The Netherlands.

(Silk Road Media)

Steppe 9, Winter 2011-12, 112 pages.

     “It is with great pleasure that I introduce Steppe’s ”Kazakhstan Issue” to you. It is the first 
time Steppe has devoted an entire issue to one country, and we are proud that Kazakhstan was
chosen to lead this series.

     For centuries, Central Asia has attracted explorers and
travellers seeking a deeper understanding of its role in a
history defined by invasions and shifting empires. The
once-porous borders of this region have contributed to a
shared culture that is still evident today. More recently,
we have witnessed its evolution into a group of unique,
independent nations.” � 

Erlan Idrissov
Former Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
to the US and Kazakhstan’s newly appointed Foreign 
Minister

Note: 

1.  Erlan Idrissov,  “Ambassador’s Welcome,”  Steppe Magazine,  Winter 2011-12, 3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com. 
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Igor Savitsky: Artist, Collector, Museum Founder
Marinika Babanazarova

Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12
Steppe Nine

 

Igor Savitsky: Artist,
Collector, Museum Founder,
is available in English, 
French and Russian via 
Discovery Bookshop, 
www.discovery-
bookshop.com (AR)

The Karakalpakstan State
Museum of Art named after
I.V. Savitsky is also known
as the Nukus Museum.
With over 85,000 exhibits, it
has become the world’s
second biggest holder of
Russian avant-garde art.
The museum also contains
over 70,000 items of
Karakalpak folk art,
including a yurt, the
traditional dwelling place of
the Karakalpaks. (AR)
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In Memoriam

                                                 

     The Mongol-American Cultural Association is sad to report the death of Jambaldorj
Lamakhai, who died on December 24th, 2011 peacefully in his sleep. He was 102 years old.
Jambaldorj Lamakhai was born in Gurvan Saikhan Sume, Umon Gov, Mongolia, at a time 
when the prerevolutionary culture of Mongolia was at its height. As a young boy he became a 
novitiate monk under the tutelage of the late Ochirdar Lama 
at the Maani Khiid monastery. Following the rise of the com-
munist regime in Mongolia and the destruction of the 
Buddhist institutions throughout Mongolia, he took residence 
in Alagshaa and eventually followed the late Dilowa 
Khutughtu to Beijing and later to Tibet and India. He came to 
the United States in 1965 and until his death, tended to the 
spiritual needs of the Nitsan Temple congregation. He initi-
ated and sponsored the recognition by His Holiness the Dalai 
Lama of the current reincarnation of Dilawa Khutughtu (Telo 
Rinpoche).

     He quietly sponsored Telo Rinpoche's studies at Drepung
Gomang Monastery through the years with his life savings.
Venerable Jampal Dordje also quietly sponsored the following charities: His Holiness Dalai 
Lama Fund, Drepung Monastery Fund sponsoring Kalmyk, Buryat, Tuvian & Mongolian 
monks as well as the Elista Monastery Fund for Central Asian orphanages and senior citizen 
homes.

     Cremation took place on December 28, 2011.

Note: 

1. Text obtained from The Mongol-American Cultural Association, accessed January 2012, 
http://www.maca-usa.org/JambaldorjMemoriam.html.   
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Jambaldorj Lamakhai (1909 - 2011) �

Courtesy of the Mongol-American Cultural Association
For more information, visit http://http://maca-usa.org 

*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

From Left to Right: 
Jondonjamts and 
Jambaldorj Lamas. 
Jambaldorj recently passed 
away on December 24th, 
2011 at the age of 102. (AR)

Jambaldorj Lamakhai had
sponsored the Nitsan
Temple (below), one of
three Buddhist Temples
serving the Mongolian,
Kalmyk, and Buryat 
communities in Howell,
New Jersey.  As Michelle 
Gladden for Ashbury Park 
Press has discovered, the 
temple, along with 
Jambaldorj Lamakhai and 
other monks, have been 
regarded as “unifying” 
factors in the Howell 
Buddhist Community. (AR) 
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In Memoriam

                                                 
           One of the elder representatives of Turkmen Literature, poetess Akjemal Omarowa, 
passed away at the age of 83.

     In the year 1946, Omarowa’s first gošgular (poetic songs) were published. She  completed
Moscow’s Institute of Literature named after Maksim Gorky in 1956 and in the same year pub-
lished her first book of  gošgular. 

     The poetess Akjemal Omarowa was laid to rest on the 30th of September, 2011.

Notes: 

1. Text obtained from Azatlyk radiosy , accessed October 27, 2012, http://www.azathabar.
com/archive/news/20111003/2239/2239.html?id=24347727.  Text translated from the original 
Turkmen by Alva Robinson.

2. Akjemal Omarowa, “Enedir ene,” Eýran türkmenleriniñ medeni - syýasy ojagy (blog), 
accessed October 27, 2012,  http://kanoon6.blogspot.com/2008/07/blog-post_09.html.
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Akjemal Omarowa (1928 - 2011) �

Enedir ene

Taryh sahypasyn açamda gördüm,
Aýallar bäsleşip bilmändir äre.
Ýöne şol ärleri dünýä getiren,
Dünýä görk beren, Enedir ene.

Dünýämde açylan, täze dünýämde,
Bu gün goşandyny goşup ýör ene,

Adamzadyñ bütin ömrün synlasañ,
Şol ömrüñ gözbaşy, Enedir ene.

Ozalam, häzirem, onsuz ýaşalmaz,
Geler, geçer, dörür aý, ýyllar, sene,

Adam, adam bilen dogandyr, dostdyr
Şonam nygtap ýören, Enedir ene.

Zyndana oklanyp ejiz düşenler,
Boýalyp ýatsa-da gyrmyzy gana,

Azatlyk isleýär adam balasy,
Tümlügi ret eden, Enedir ene.

Öñde, soñda tagzym etseñ ýaraşar,
Rastdyr, diseler «meñzeýär güne»
Elbetde bu dünýäniñ ýagty çyragy,

Ähli gözelligi, Enedir ene. � 

 

*Courtesy of the Mongol-American Cultural Association
For more information, visit http://http://maca-usa.org 

*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

The poetess Akjemal 
Omarowa (pictured above)
had her first poems 
published in 1946. Ten 
years later she completed 
her stay at the Institute of 
Literature Named after 
Maxim Gorky and 
published her very own first 
collection of poetic songs. 
(AR)

In her poem entitled
“Enedir Ene,” Omarowa
equates mothers to the sun
as being the source of
bright light in the world
and all its beauty. (AR)
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In Memoriam

                                                 

      Mansur Sabuhynyň iýmitden zaherlenme sebäpli aradan çykandygy habar berilýar. Aradan
çykmazyndan biraz öň ol Türkmensährada çapdan çykýan “Ýaprak” žurnalyna interwýu beripdi.
Şol beren interwýusynda ol özüniň bagşyçylyk hünäri we bu hünäre gelşi bilen baglanyşykly
gürrüň beripdi.

     1964-nji ýylda eneden doglan Mansur Sabuhynyň şol beren gürrüňine görä, ol 18 ýaşynda
ussat bagşy Nazarly Mähjubynyň ýanynda dutar çalyp, bagşyçylyk hünärine girişipdir.

     Mansur Sabuhy Türkmensährada döredilen “Azady“ adyndaky aýdym–saz ansamblylnyň
ýol-başçylarynyň biridi. Ol 18 ýyllap Türkmensähranyň belli bagşylary, şol sanda Durdy
Törrik, Abdulmennaf Ahangary, Arazmuhammed Şirmuhammedly we Rahym Hywaly bilen
bile ile arasynda aýdym-saz bilen çykyş edip, il-günüň köp alkyşyny we söýgüsini gazanypdy.

     Şeýle-de ol Eýranda geçirilen dürly aýdym-saz festiwallarynda birnäçe gezek baýraga
mynasyp bolupdy. Sabuhy Eýranda geçirilýän Fajir saz-sungat festiwalynda hem birnäçe gez-
ek birinji orny eýeledi.

“Bagşy öz ömürni iline bagyşlaýar”

     Mansur Sabuhy Türkmenistanda-da birnäçe gezek bolyp, ol ýerdäki belli bagşy-sazandalar
bilen hem duşyşypdy.

     Mansur Sabuhy Türkmensährada çäp bolýan “Ýaprak” žurnalyna beren soňky interwýu-
synda Akmyrat Çaryýew hem-de Hangeldi Annamyradow maňa bagşyçylyk patasyny berdiler
diýpdi.

     “Ýaprak” žurnalyndaky bu interwýusynda Mansur Sabuhy “bagşy öz ömrüni iline bagş-
laýar” diýip hem nygtapdy. Ol ozüniň uzak bolmadyk ömrüni iline-de bagyşlapdy.

     Mansur Sabuhy 11-nji oktýabrda Eýranyň Türkmensähra regionynda Kummet-Howuz
şäherinde jaýlandy.

Notes: 

1. Text written by Taher Shir Mohammadi and obtained from Azatlyk radiosy, accessed Oct-
ober 27, 2012, http://www.azat habar.com/content/article/24357446.html.

2. It was the custom among oral poets/singers to sing their life stories when they reached the 
age of sixty. The Kypchak-Uzbek oral poets called their life songs “Kunlarim” (My Days). 

3. Sƚawomira Żerańska-Kominek, “The Classification of Repertoire in Turkmen Traditional 
Music,” Asian Music 21.2 (1990), 94. 

4. Gary Hays, “Day 14 – To Succeed This Project Must Be Interactive,” The BBC Musical 
Nomad, last modified August 11, 1997 and accessed March 2012, 
http://www.themusicalnomad.com/tag/historian/.
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Mansur Sabuhy (1966 - 2011) �

 

Mansur Sabuhy (1966-
2012) was a celebrated
bagšï (bard who sings tales 
with an accompanying 
dutar or similar instru-
ment). The bard once 
emphasized in an interview
that “a bagšï should sing of 
his own life to the people,” 
and indeed Sabuhy sang his 
own life story to his people.� 
(AR)

According to Sƚawomira
Żerańska-Kominek, “the 
two most widely” used 
instruments among Turk-
men bards are the dutar 
(shown above) and ghidjak 
(both shown below).� The 
ghidjak is a violin-like 
instrument with a short 
neck and a round base that 
is played with a bow. It has 
been regarded as the instru- 
ment “closest to the human 
voice” as Gary Hays for 
The BBC Musical Nomad 
has discovered.� (AR)
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In Memoriam

                                                 

     Poşalak ady bilen halk içinde giňden tanalýan Türkmenistanyň halk artisti Gurbannazar
Atakgaýew uzaga çeken agyr keselden soň 6-njy iýulda Aşgabatda 77 ýaşynda aradan çykdy.
Merhumyň jaýy jennetden bolsun.

     Atakgaýew 1934-nji ýylda öňki Bäherden etrabynyň Durun obasynda dünýä inýär. Döredi-
jilik bilen ýaşlygyndan gyzyklanyp başlaýar. Atakgaýew geçen asyryň 50-nji ýyllarynda Daş-
kendiň Sungat institutynyň aktýorçylyk bölümini tamamlaýar. Ol geçen asyryň 60-njy ýyllar-
ynda türkmen telewideniýesinde režissýor bolup işläp başlaýar we tä 1993-nji ýyla çenli şol 
ýerde işleýär.

     Atakgaýew Poşalak ady bilen il içinde meşhurlyk gazanan artist. 1970-90-njy ýyllar aralyg-
ynda Gurbannazar Atakgaýew Türkmenistanyň halk artisti Juma Ýazmyradow bilen bilelikde 
Poşalak bilen Topalak lakamy bilen Magtymguly Myşyýewiň köp sanly satiriki sahnalarynda 
çykyş etdiler hem halk köpçüliginiň söýgüsine mynasyp boldular. Bu iki artist diňe bir resmi 
çykyşlarda däl, toýlarda-da halka hezil beripdiler.

     Atakgaýew 70-80-nji ýyllarda Türkmen telewideniýesiniň taýýarlaýan satiriki sahnalaryn-
da, ylaýta-da “Ýartygulak” satiriki teležurnalynda belli artistler Akmyrat Bäşimow, Tagan 
Saryýew, Oraz Hojaýew, Ene Allanowa we başga-da köp artistler bilen bile çykyş etdi. Ol sun-
gat äleminiň diňe satira we ýumor žanrynda däl, beýleki žanrlarynda-da ýatda galyjy, täsirli 
obrazlaryň ençemesini dörertdi. Onuň “Gaýgysyz Atabaýew” filminde döreden bolşewiklere 
garşy oppozisiýada durýan Ryskulow obrazy köp tomaşaçynyň ýadyndadyr.

     Ol telespektakllarda-da köp gahrymanlaryň keşbini janlandyrypdy. Onuň “Ata we ogul”,
“Gara bägüller” film-spektakllarynda döreden obrazlary juda şowly çykanlygy hem ynandyry-
jylygy bilen tapawutlanypdy. Bulardanam başga Atakgaýew filmleri türkmen diline geçirmäge,
dublýaža-da köp gatnaşdy. Ol belli syýasatçylary türkmen dilinde seslendirdi.

     Garaşsyzlyk ýyllary Atakgaýew berk gadaganlyga düşürildi. Resmi çykyşlary ýatyryldy.
Şorta sözeleriniň aşa ýitiligi üçin ony telewizion gepleşiklerdenem gyraklatdylar. Emma, 
muňa garamazdan, Atakgaýew ýiti hem çeper sözi bilen halk arasynda, toýlarda çykyşyny 
dowam etdirdi. Ol halky, halk ony söýýärdi.

     Atakgaýew öz puluna Durun obasynda metjit gurdurdy. Gurbannazar diýselerem, Poşalak
aga diýip ýüzlenselerem, hä berýän Atakgaýew 7-nji iýulda dogduk obasy Durunda jaýlandy.
Ýene bir bellenmeli ýagdaý: G.Atakgaýewiň dünýäsini täzeländigi barasynda Türkmenistanyň
köpçülikleýin habar serişdelerinde hiç hili maglumat berilmedi.

     Meşhur artist, hoşgylaw Gurbannazar Atakgaýew ony tanaýan, oýunlaryna tomaşa eden
adamlaryň ýüreklerinde baky ýaşar. 13-nji iýulda merhumyň ýedisi bellenýär. Merhumyň jaýy
jennetden bolsun!

Notes: 

1. Text written by Döwlet Hojamedow and obtained from Azatlyk radiosy,  accessed October 
27, 2012, http://www.azathabar.com/content/article/24262703.html.

2. Akmyrat Gürgenli, “Türkmen döwletiniň düýbüni tutanlaryň biri Gaýgysyz Atabaýewiň 
durmuşy hakynda,”  Azatlyk radiosy, accessed March 2012, http://www.azathabar.com/
content/article/1856443.html.
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     Türkmenistanyn halk artisti Gurbannazar Atakgaýew (1934-2011) �

 

Gurbannazar Atakgaýew
(above), otherwise known
simply by Poshalak, was
considered as one of the
greatest Turkmen film
actors of his time and was
recognized as
Turkmenistan’s National
Artist. (AR)

Atakgaýew starred in
“Gaýgysyz Atabaýew”, a
film based on the life and
times of the famous Turk-
men hero of the same name.
Atabaýew (pictured below
with Party Delegates of
Turkmenistan in 1927), was 
declared an “enemy of the 
state” in 1938 and later 
executed. A statue of him in 
Ashgabat serves as a re- 
minder of the brutally vain 
killings of so many young 
men under the years of 
Stalin’s bloody repression. � 
(AR)
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Call for Papers 

     The Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue (JCIAD), an online academic peer-
reviewed journal geared towards scholarly advancement in the field of Central/Inner Asian 
Studies, is welcoming manuscript submissions to be reviewed for its first issue. The first is-
sue of the journal is tentatively scheduled for release in the next few months.
 
     The mission of the Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue is to create an ongoing di-
alogue between scholars and advanced students in the West and in Central and Inner Asia and 
thereby enriching the scholarship in the field of comparative Central/Inner Asian Studies. The 
emphasis will be on the historical and cultural aspects of the region such as the arts, lan-
guages and literature.
 
     The Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue follows a tradition of scholarly enrich-
ment in Central/Inner Asian Studies, first introduced at the University of Washington in 1949 
by Professor Nicholas Poppe, a world-renown Altaist (Mongolist and Turkologist).  JCIAD
aims to spread the knowledge about Central/Inner Asian cultures and heritages while working 
together with scholars from the Central/Inner Asian regions.
 
     To those ends, JCIAD invites scholarly manuscripts for submission. Manuscripts should 
not be under consideration by other publishers at the time of submission. The journal also en-
courages interdisciplinary studies on past and present developments as well as review articles. 
Faculty and students alike are welcomed to submit papers between 3000 and 6000 words in 
length, along with abstracts not to exceed more than 250 words and a brief autobiography.
 
     All submissions are subject to peer review. The editorial board and editors take into con-
sideration whether submitted articles follow the rules of scholarly inquiry and writing. Se-
lected articles deemed appropriate will be reviewed by those working closely within the re-
spective field(s) of the articles. Literary quality such as writing style, language, and organiza-
tion along with citations and scholarship quality (depth of research, contribution, relevance, 
and originality) will be examined. All articles are advised to be written according to the guide-
lines of The Chicago Manual of Style. Papers written in the local languages of the region or in 
major research languages are welcomed.
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*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

JCIAD accepts submissions 
written in both local (i.e. 
Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Mongol, 
Teleut, Uzbek, etc.) and 
major research languages 
(i.e. English, German, 
Russian, etc.).  Submitted 
articles written in a local 
regional language should 
have corresponding 
abstracts completed in a 
major research language  
and vice versa for submitted 
articles that have been 
written in a major research 
language.

Formatting and referencing 
styles should adhere to the 
standards of the Chicago 
Manual of Style.  Please 
visit www.jciadinfo.org for 
more information.
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